T h e S ta n da r d i z at i o n o f T i m e

Today, we take standardized time for
granted. Everyone, it seems, has a cellular
telephone on their belt, which displays the
current time with outstanding accuracy.
Access to accurate time is now so
commonplace that clocks are disappearing
from public spaces such as airports, train
stations and classrooms. It is simply assumed that everyone has a smart phone.
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The clocks pictured on the front of this
issue of “QNI” was manufactured in 1917.
At 100 years of age, it still keeps excellent
time. It even winds itself every hour!

Of course, it was the telegraph that made the standardization of time possible. Before the
telegraph, all time was determined locally based on solar noon. Some cities, such as
Boston, had three different “official times.” With a different time standard in each
community, it was nearly impossible to safely govern train movements. It was also
impossible to perform a variety of scientific tasks, such as coordinating astronomical
measurements or constructing a synoptic weather map based on simultaneous surface data
measurements.
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QNI Mission Statement
QNI is dedicated to promoting
genuine emergency
communications preparedness.

the policies or opinions of any
particular net or emergency
communications organization.

Our newsletter is independently
published and distributed free of
charge to the Amateur Radio
and emergency management
community.
The opinions
contained herein do not reflect

Our mission is to provide a
forum for EMCOMM
volunteers throughout North
America. We operate on the
premise that Amateur Radio
public service volunteers should
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be, first and foremost,
communicators and technicians.
If you share this vision, please
support QNI. Submit your news
and articles for publication.

The Standardization of Time
By James Wades, WB8SIW

The telegraphic distribution of time signals began with
observations made by the Naval Observatory. Astronomical
noon was indicated using a photographic zenith tube. This was
used to maintain a highly accurate clock mechanism in proper
calibration, which was then used to originate a time signal via a
complex network of telegraph circuits. Each day at
approximately three minutes before noon, all telegraph circuits
in North America would go silent. A series of telegraphic clicks
would tick down each second approaching noon, the pattern
uniquely indicating the 58, 59 and 60 minute intervals before
top of the hour. Then, just before noon, the circuit would go
silent for ten seconds until a final long “dash” would indicate
noon at the moment the trailing edge of the impulse occurred.
This impulse would be used to calibrate clocks in commercial
and railroad telegraph offices. Railroad employees, in particular,
were expected to have watches certified by a “time keeper,”
which were then compared against station clocks calibrated The Western Union Self-Winding Clock shown above a 1920s broadagainst the noon time signal.
cast radio to show size and perspective.

An automated telegraph time network functioned in a similar manner. Large, highly accurate clocks with mercury-filled
pendulums were maintained and calibrated against the daily time signal. These clocks contained a “stunt box” type
mechanism, which transmitted an hourly telegraphic impulse to “slave” clocks connected to a local telegraph network. One
master clock would typically control clocks in a city, state or other area. Upon the hour, the telegraphic impulse actuated a
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set of telegraph electromagnets interfaced with the clock mechanism, which corrected any minor variations in the slave
clock, thereby ensuring absolutely correct time.
The telegraph time network was built on a classical model of “layered” networks. The time signal originated from the
Naval Observatory controlled master clocks distributed at the national level. These master clocks then controlled
subordinate clocks at the regional and local levels, which in turn automatically controlled subscriber (slave) clocks. Human
intervention was necessary at several levels including at the observatory level and at important testing and regulating points
where the master clocks were located.
Western Union clocks were present everywhere; in train stations, broadcast stations, on street corners contained within
ornate iron pedestals, in clock towers atop court houses and so forth. The public used these clocks regularly but gave little
thought to the complex infrastructure and the many testing and regulating personnel who maintained the network in
proper operation.
It should be noted that the typical Western Union clock was not a true “slave clock” but what one might call a “hybrid slave
clock.” The clock mechanism manufactured by the Self Winding Clock Company was that of a complete, stand-alone
clock, with the telegraphic interface simply “resetting” the clock as needed when the impulse was received.
The Western Union time service and the Self Winding Clock Company continued in operation until the early 1970s when
newer technologies supplanted the network. This eventual obsolescence was the natural response to a series of
developments, which had taken place over a number of decades including the development of the General Radio
Synchronometer, radio distribution of time, stable quartz oscillators, the Atomic Clock and eventually GPS.
An echo of the telegraphic time signal lives on today on at WWV and similar standard frequency time services transmitted
in the high frequency spectrum. Here one can hear a similar pattern of the impulses representing the passing seconds as
well as a unique change leading up to the top of each minute, only these impulses are transmitted using modulated tones
instead of the staccato click of the telegraph sounder. Certainly, we have many convenient options for obtaining accurate
time today, but few are as satisfying as a 100-year old Western Union Self Winding Clock ticking confidently and winding
itself every hour!

Reports are being received of disappointing response to the handling instruction “HXC.” When
one accepts a radiogram for delivery with this
handling instruction, he is obligated to originate a
service message reporting the date and time of delivery to the originating station.
Initial response to exercise messages (see page 17)
indicate a 25-percent compliance rate in this area.
In other words, many operators either do not
know the meaning of the HXC handling instruction or they are simply choosing not to comply.
Let’s make our traffic networks something in
which we can all take pride. This includes following-through with the responsibility of proper servicing and message delivery.
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A Video Patch Bay
By James Wades, WB8SIW

Thanks to recent advancements in video technology and production methods, older video patch bays are available at
ridiculously low prices on various auction sites. So what would one want with a video patch bay? Actually, they perform
very well at radio frequencies. Most are so well designed and engineered, they can be used well into the lower UHF
region.
A patch bay offers a number of advantages over coaxial switches. For starters, antennas can be conveniently routed to any
transceiver or receiver in a shack simply by moving a patch cord. This is particularly advantageous when one has two or
more antennas, which one might want to route to different equipment to be operated simultaneously. For example, one
might want to stand watch on an IATN frequency with one transceiver while actively passing traffic using a second
transceiver on an alternate frequency/antenna, while a third antenna and transceiver functions on a DTN circuit.
The typical video patch bay interfaces with external equipment via female BNC connectors at the rear of the patch bay.
Special patch bay cords are then inserted in the ports (jacks) at the front of the patch bay to route the signal between
various components.
Most patch bays (audio or video) are “normalled.” A normalled patch bay automatically connects the top port (jack) to the
corresponding bottom port when a patch cord is NOT inserted (see photo below). When one inserts a patch cord, the
connection between the upper and lower jack is interrupted and the signal can then be rerouted elsewhere. This is very
convenient in the audio or video studio, but it can be problematic in higher power RF situations when mismatches are
present on a transmission line. Should a voltage node be present at the jack, an arc-over can occur damaging the associated
equipment even when a patch cord is present and the normalled path is interrupted. Therefore, it is strongly
recommended that one NOT use the normalling feature with such patch bays. This is done by simply using separate jack
pairs for each input and output.
Most video patch bays will tolerate moderate RF power levels at High Frequency. The author has utilized a video patch
bay at power levels up to 300 watts, with 100-watt transmitters/transceivers commonly connected to antennas via patch
bays. No problems have been experienced. He has not tested a patch bay at higher power levels, but it is likely safe to
assume that a video patch bay is ill suited for use with that 1-KW amplifier.

Antenna Ports

Normalled—Output

Color-coded

Normalled—Input
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The author typically segregates antenna outputs to one side of the patch-bay and radio inputs to the other. This makes it
difficult to accidentally connect one transceiver to another, thereby causing damage upon transmit. Color codes are also
applied to the patch cords to make it easy to identify which patch cord is associated with which antenna. The result is a
trouble-free, convenient and flexible antenna switching system.
One other advantage of a patch bay involves hardening and lightning protection. One can easily disconnect all equipment
from the outside world simply by pulling out the patch cords. This, combined with effective lightning arrestors and
modern surge suppression techniques can do much to improve the likelihood of a ham radio station surviving a serious
event, whether that event is a nearby lightning strike or that extremely unlikely EMP.
By the way; audio patch bays are also in use at the author’s station. These are used in a similar manner for connecting
radiotelegraph keys to different transceivers, routing TNC outputs to different transceiver data inputs, and the like.
Perhaps this will be a subject for another article.

Cliﬀ Clavin was a Ham
By James Wades, WB8SIW

Many radio amateurs are old enough to remember “Cliff Clavin,” the know-it-all postal carrier of the old television sitcom
“Cheers.” Cliff would sit at the end of the bar and wax philosophical about almost any subject. He would gently lecture the
other patrons with a tone of authority, but it was obvious to everyone around him that he really knew nothing about the
subject at hand.
Perhaps Cliff Clavin was a ham. While the screenwriters never revealed his call sign, I am convinced that a thorough search
of an FCC database will likely reveal a corresponding call sign somewhere in New England. One occasionally hears from
Cliff on various Amateur Radio forums, such as “QRZ.com” or “e-ham.net,” lecturing his fellows with a tone of authority
about almost any Amateur Radio topic.
While the occasional Cliff Clavin is harmless, the “trolls” one encounters on popular ham radio web pages and e-mail
reflectors are not. Perhaps the semi-anonymity of the Internet encourages people to act out in ways they would never do
in person, much like the seemingly pleasant individual who transforms into a veritable demon once he gets behind the
wheel of an automobile. Just as some tend to “dehumanize” their fellow motorists due to the presence of a physical barrier,
perhaps some dehumanize their fellow Internet user due to the perception of distance and isolation.
This does not change the fact that each of us is an ambassador of the Amateur Radio Service. How we present ourselves,
what we say and what we write reflects on our fellow radio amateurs. It also serves as a form of advertising to potential
radio amateurs who may be researching the hobby as a potential activity.
The Cliff Clavin character on Cheers was fun and harmless. One could picture him at the bar explaining that the radiogram
is unnecessary because the ICS213 has a rich history dating back to the Battle of Carthage in 146 BC or expounding on the
“facts” of a conspiracy in the LBJ Administration that ultimately resulted in hams adopting two meter FM instead of WL2K
as a common-denominator mode. Unfortunately, some of the “trolls” we encounter on various e-mail lists hold opinions
that are not as humorous as those of the errant postal carrier of “Cheers.” Some do real damage not just to the truth, but to
the social fabric and fraternal spirit of the hobby.
Consider this a call for moderators of e-mail lists and forums to implement some real standards in the interest of Amateur
Radio Service. Perhaps those who operate web pages such as “QRZ.com” could offer those who post news articles an
option to disable responses to their posts to prevent the usual troll attacks (with moderator permission?).
The real Cliff Clavin was harmless and fun but the troll is destructive, even if he has advanced degrees and a upper-class
pedigree dating back to the Saxon King Egbert in 827.
73,
Jim (WB8SIW)
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ICS213—The Mythology that won’t Die
By James Wades, WB8SIW

Some of the ICS213 mythology that one hears is a bit like a bed bug infestation. It’s hard to kill.
There are several articles in past issues of “QNI” addressing the subject of the ICS213 standard in great detail, but it seems
there is always an “expert” somewhere who, in his or her infinite wisdom, attempts to assert that ICS213 is as infallible as a
decree from the Magisterium of the Catholic Church. Consider this recent comment on an e-mail reflector:
The ICS-213 or simple plain language (email) message has been in place since 2006. It must have been kept a
secret. Regardless, we are all better off leaving radiograms and all uppercase 16 line formats
behind………
With apologies to our readers for once again covering this issue, let’s once again deconstruct these comments:
 First, ICS213 is NOT an e-mail message nor is it a format. Rather, it is a minimum standard. While FEMA provides a
template for a typical ICS213 form, this template is intended to define the minimum accountability information
required of record message transmitted within the NIMS environment. Additional network management data can be
appended to the basic ICS213. This is commonly done in the emergency management community, not just by
knowledgeable radio amateurs, but by professionals as well.
 Messages conforming to the ICS213 standard can be conveyed by courier, facsimile, voice, email, or any other
medium. They can even be conveyed by carrier pigeon. This would work, too, but such methods require a fair amount
of logistics, “net” overhead in the form of coops, feeding and cleaning, plus significant “pigeon” transport requirements
to pull-off. Perhaps the army will rebuild the coops at Fort Monmouth
 Ironically, the e-mail has more in common with a radiogram than it does ICS213. Why? This can be answered simply
by examining any routine e-mail. The Internet automatically appends a variety of network management and accountability
data to an e-mail. If one attaches an ICS213 message or embeds it as plain text in an e-mail, the medium appends
essential management data above and beyond the minimum accountability information called for in the NIMS standard.
In other words; when one sends an e-mail, he is essentially doing the same thing that one does when he originates a
radiogram.
 The post refers to 16-line formats.” A 16-line format may exist somewhere as a unique requirement of an individual
agency, but it likely has little applicability to the structure of message formats within the broader context of
communications networks.
 Some assume all communications traffic will be handled by WL2K and/or e-mail from point of origination (injection)
to point of delivery. This may be true in some cases, but it is not quite realistic. A message may propagate through
WL2K on part of its journey, but it may be transferred to a voice or other data circuit for the “last mile” of its journey.
This might be in the form of a phone call, a message transmitted via an emergency management or public safety radio
channel, NBEMS or the like. It is also common for messages to be “handed off” to a subordinate or third party within
the public safety management structure for action/disposition. Radio amateurs have no control over this latter process.
 The author of the post does not like “all caps,” but the “all caps” standard makes it clear to the addressee, relaying
stations, message routers in EOCs and the others that the message was conveyed in a case-insensitive manner. This is a
loud and clear announcement that could be important to the recipient. Conveying messages of mixed case via voice,
whether using an Amateur Radio or public safety radio is cumbersome and fraught with the potential for
misunderstanding. Let’s not forget that VOICE methods remain widely used in emergency services communications. It
seems nearly every ham and pubic safety agency is equipped with voice communications, even if it’s the lowly but
nonetheless ubiquitous handheld transceiver. Allowing for message transfer to voice systems maximizes interoperability
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options, particularly during the early hours of disaster response before more complex communications equipment and
infrastructure is deployed.
 Finally, ICS213 is NOT an inalterable form. It is simply a minimum accountability standard applicable to operational
messages. An organization can, and probably should, exceed the minimum to effectively manage their communications
networks. However, one should NOT fall below the minimum content defined by ICS213.
 The radiogram both meets and exceeds the ICS213 minimum standard.
Let’s put this whole ICS213 debate to bed once and for all. One can’t help but suspect that, in some cases, the issue is
being manipulated to serve a hidden agenda deigned to marginalize traffic networks. The fact is; numerous ARES and
EMCOMM groups have developed hybrid Radiogram ICS213 forms to incorporate the necessary network management
data. Radio Relay International even developed an “official” Radiogram ICS213 Message Form (RRI Form versions 1701
through 1704) based on the best practices of the EMCOMM community.
Finally, let’s not forget our role as a truly interoperable communications environment. A radiogram is designed to remain
intact as it propagates through multiple modes and network layers. The ICS213 minimum does not hold up well under
these conditions. A diversity of modes and methods is essential to an effective emergency communications program. The
radiogram format facilitates this diversity.
-30-

Unilateral Decisions?
By James Wades, WB8SIW

Traffic networks are national and even international in scope. It is therefore necessary to exercise great care and caution
before making unilateral decisions, that might affect the overall system. Consider this recent bulletin issued to a section
traffic network:
“Sent from [redacted]
On Jun 14, 2017, at 8:16 PM, "[redacted] [****group]" <[redacted]group@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
[redacted] Evening Net Manager for the [redacted] Phone Net and [redacted] Morning Net Manager have
been rejecting foreign traffic and especially a piece of traffic from Germany that came in a couple of days ago.
Part 1 and Part 2 third-party rules are listed below. The change in the rule was made probably in 2006, when
these rules were amended. [redacted] and I are both striving very hard to keep the nets on the legal side of the
FCC rules.
Thanks for your participation on the net
73
[redacted]
[redacted]”
The two net managers were undoubtedly acting with good intentions when they banned radiograms originating via the
Radio Relay International DTN (Digital Traffic Net) in Germany. They were even kind enough to send the entire text of
CFR47, Part 97.115 along with their bulletin. Unfortunately, they failed to carefully read that same text, or they failed to
research the nature of the radiograms they are prohibiting.
Consider this one, very important sentence:
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97.115 (a)(2) ……..This prohibition does not apply to a message for any third party who is eligible to be
a control operator of the station………..
In other words, Part 97 specifically exempts a radiogram transmitted from a radio amateur in Germany to a radio amateur
in the United States from third party prohibitions, because the latter is eligible to be a control operator of a station
participating in the traffic network. Therefore; a radiogram originated by a ham in Germany and addressed to a ham in the
United States is perfectly legal. However; a message originated in Germany and addressed to a US Citizen who is not a
ham is prohibited. All of the messages originated via DTN in Germany are limited only to addressees who are FCC licensed radio
amateurs.
By acting unilaterally, these two well-meaning gentlemen made a decision that degrades the quality of service on an
International Network. It appears that no phone calls were made to inquire about the nature of the radiograms originating
from Germany. No one sought clarification. Only assumptions were made.
Perhaps some of this is related to the “Google Effect.” Years ago, your editor coined the phrase “Google Effect.” to
describe the very disturbing reality that we have created a society in which the majority of people have lost their capacity
(or patience) to invest more than a few seconds to read complex information carefully, research, inquire and test an idea
before forming an opinion. Instead, they turn to the superficial and non-peer-reviewed results from search engines. The
“Google Effect” has boiled nearly all complex issues down to simplistic “memes.” This is why complicated
issues such as economics, foreign policy, trade, defense, and social issues are now so easily boiled down to simple, childish
memes that are highly effective, but nonetheless terribly polarizing, because they lack the depth and nuance inherent in
complex subject matter. This Google Effect also influences the behavior of radio amateurs.
So here is the main point: Before one forms an opinion or develops local policy that affects a national or International
traffic system or other EMCOMM organizations, please invest the time to conduct real research. Ask questions. Inquire
with those involved in an attempt to understand their reasoning and motives. Most importantly, contact your peers for
their input. Collect the data needed to provide the “big picture” before making decisions affecting a national or
international system. Recognize that no ARES, RACES, or traffic system is an island.
By working together we can accomplish much more than we can independently. This requires cooperation, consensus and
a degree of coordination.
-30-
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Dayton Hamven on Report
By James Wades, WB8SIW

Those who have experienced a Finnish Sauna will
immediately understand the weather conditions at the
2017 Dayton Hamvention. The combination of periodic
thunderstorms, heat and mud made for a fairly
unpleasant environment at times. However, from a
logistical standpoint, the event was generally well-run
and competently organized, for a “first-time” venue.
Radio Relay International was located in “Building 6.”
We discovered upon our arrival that “Building” 6 was
actually a large party tent of the type commonly used
for high-end weddings and festivals. It offered a number
of unique features, such as seams that leaked, providing
a gentle sprinkle on exhibitor’s tables, as well as a
convenient, natural storm drain, which flowed through the tent. During these periods, trash collected in a natural eddy
current in our space and push brooms were impossible to find even if one wanted to perform the clean-up work himself.
Fortunately, the periods of rain were limited to brief thunderstorm events, making the situation fairly manageable.
Suffice to say, Hamvention organizers likely learned a lot, and in their defense, this was their first time at a brand new
venue. Next year, they will undoubtedly be better prepared, as will we, with brooms, multiple trash bags, a shovel and
perhaps some dikes of the type used during hazardous materials events in order to protect our space from storm water.
Fortunately, the discomfort proved worthwhile. Visitor traffic was steady throughout the event and the level of interest in
RRI was very encouraging. The number of positive comments received validated our 21st century public service
communications plan. Strong interest was noted not just from rank-and-file radio amateurs, but also from overseas radio
amateurs who expressed an interest in integration into our worldwide Digital Traffic Network.
The National SOS Radio Network was of particular interest to many. At times, RRI personnel felt like the proverbial “dog
that caught the school bus,” in that enthusiasm for our initiatives seemed to outstrip our capacity to develop the necessary
policies and procedures required to guide and implement our programs. Simply put; the Dayton Hamvention confirmed
our belief that radio amateurs are not just interested, but starving for a fresh approach to the public service
communications mission. Discussions with visitors confirmed that the vast majority want to affiliate with a public service
organization that values stakeholder input and transparency.
Various brochures were available at the event describing our program. The most popular item turned out to be the new
RRI “pink card” operating aid. People were excited to obtain a copy of the new, updated “pink card.” This included a
couple of representatives of Homeland Security and FEMA, who were locate in the adjacent booth.
As with commercial trade shows, numerous contacts were made with other exhibitors active in various public service
communications areas. Discussions were held to further develop the symbiotic relationships needed to not only ensure that
activities were not duplicated, but to identify those areas in which cooperation would be complimentary. We expect some
of these discussions to bear important fruit in the near future.
Next year we plan new and important upgrades to our display. Best of all, we expect even greater interest in Radio Relay
International in 2018! Absolutely no one could have left the event without being greatly encouraged by the level of interest
and support for our open and transparent approach to public service communications.
Finally, our thanks to all who donated funds and door prizes for the event. It made for an exciting and positive public
relations opportunity.
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Local Programs Committee Formed
By James Wades (WB8SIW)

The Radio Relay International Board of Directors has authorized the creation of a Local Programs Committee. This committee will be charged with the responsibility of developing the necessary policies designed to implement our community
outreach and affiliated programs including the National SOS Radio Network, Hamwatch and the NCERT (National Communications Emergency Response Teams) program.
The RRI Board of Directors is seeking guidance from individuals with extensive experience in local EMCOMM work. The
primary goal will be to seek meaningful stakeholder input needed to fully implement our 21st Century Public Service
Communications Plan. Of particular interest is identifying the “dividing line” between national policy and local flexibility.
Identifying this boundary will allow RRI to determine the amount of structure needed to ensure these programs are well
managed and consistent nationwide without hampering local control and initiative. Because the programs allow for extensive local radio club and EMCOMM group participation, we want these groups to be able to tailor the programs to unique
local requirements. However, it is essential that a certain level of quality control be present to protect stakeholders.
Committee members were selected based on a number of factors including their experience and geographical/
demographic conditions. For example, urban, suburban and rural EMCOMM organizations are represented. Because a
community such as New York City may have different requirements than a deep suburban county in Ohio, it is important
to identify both the commonalities and differences between these operational environments. Once these factors are identified, it becomes easier to identify the needed policies that can best satisfy the majority of requirements.
The realities of policies governing affiliated nets and local EMCOMM organizations are fairly straightforward: The men and
women doing the work in the field MUST have input in the policy-making process. Dictates from a distant national headquarters or policy by fiat is often fraught with error and, quite frankly, disrespectful to those doing the actual work. In
keeping with RRI’s policy of grassroots involvement and input combined with infrastructure support, the Board is strongly
pursing stakeholder input.
At the time this newsletter is being written, charter committee members include, but are not necessarily limited to:
 C. Matthew Curtin (KD8TTE): Central Ohio Traffic Net, Ohio SSB Net, Ohio Military Reserve, Assistant Ohio Section Emergency Coordinator.

 Steve Hansen (KB1TCE): DTN, Manager Maine NBEMS Net, Waldo ARES/RACES SATERN, Maine Section Emergency Coordinator
 Charles Hargrove (N2NOV): New York City, Citywide Radio Officer and Skywarn Coordinator, USeast NBEMS Net Founder, NY-NBEMS,
Big Apple Traffic Net (NYC)

 Kate Hutton (K6HTN): Los Angeles Section Traffic Manager, ARES NE District, Los Angeles Net, Southern California Net (SCN/CW and
SCN/V), RN6, WAN & Digital Traffic Network, life member of CW Ops, Assistant Editor of “QNI.”

 Eric Knight (KB1EHE): Founder, National SOS Radio Network (Advisor to the Committee)
 Andrew Gausz (KG4QCD): Founder, Hamwatch (Advisor to the Committee)
 Robert Hecht (N3AAK): Life member of CW Ops, QCWA Life Member 37044, SKCC, FISTS, RRIE
 Tom Mills (AF4NC): Assistant Section Manager, EPA Section, Section Traffic Manager, EPA Section
Ideas and comments are always being sought regarding the implementation of these programs. Please feel free to contact
Radio Relay International with any concerns or ideas at: info@radio-relay.org
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Community Outreach—National Communications Strategy
By James Wades, WB8SIW

Radio Relay International has integrated a number of programs into its 21st Century Public Service Communications Plan.
The slide above provides a general overview of these programs and how they fit into one aspect of our national strategy.
At the foundation of the RRI outreach programs is the National SOS Radio Network (NSRN). As the name implies, the
National SOS Radio Network is designed to function primarily at the neighborhood level, as a support network for citizens
directly impacted by disaster. Radio amateurs active in the RRI NSRN simply monitor FRS radio channel one for requests
for assistance and information in time of emergency. The goal of the program is to provide connectivity and support information flow from local citizens to local emergency services. Communications traffic might range anywhere from a distress
call seeking 9-1-1 assistance to requests for information on shelter locations, social services or the like. All that is required
for an average citizen to access the network is to put a couple of fresh batteries in an inexpensive FRS walkie-talkie, step
outside, and call for assistance on channel 1.
The Neighborhood Hamwatch (NHW) Program is a relatively new affiliate to the RRI outreach program This program is similar to National SOS Radio Network, but expands operations to the support of civic groups, such as neighborhood watch
units, CERTS, faith organizations active in disaster response and the like. NHW provides connectivity between such
groups equipped with FRS and higher-power GMRS equipment and local and national EMCOMM infrastructure. For example, when a CERT deploys in a local neighborhood to conduct basic search and rescue, members equipped with FRS or
11

GMRS handheld radios can interact as needed for short-range, on-scene communications. Meanwhile, one or two key
members equipped with high power GMRS UHF mobile units can serve as “key stations” or “gateways” to a representative
of the RRI national messaging layer who is a licensed radio amateur. This nearby radio amateur can transfer operational
messages from the UHF GMRS frequency to local, state or national radio networks depending upon requirements. A local
EMCOMM group and Radio Relay International provide the infrastructure component as well as the guidance and overall
support for the program. The NRSN and the Neighborhood Hamwatch programs could even be used on a daily basis to
support a “mobile watch” crime prevention program or similar activity.
Finally, we have NCERT. This component of the outreach program is designed to support specialized served agency functions or local EMCOMM groups by providing a team of experts or specialists capable of deploying specialized modes to a
disaster area. Connectivity with both local EMCOMM networks as well as the Radio Relay International network system
would be provided. Ideally, such teams would be ready to deploy during the early hours of a disaster when demand for
survivable communications is heaviest. NCERTs could be utilized to staff EOCs, command posts, service centers or deploy
communications to critical locations in the field. This would be a “team effort” between RRI and local EMCOMM organizations, radio clubs and the like.
This brings us to our final point. For decades, public service communications has been drifting away from the local radio
club. Programs such as National SOS Radio Network, Neighborhood Hamwatch and NCERT are designed to bring local radio
clubs back into the picture. All three programs are ideally suited to community outreach. In particular; because the National
SOS Radio Network and Neighborhood Hamwatch do not require an Amateur Radio license for initial or basic involvement, they are ideally suited to the task of introducing a new generation of individuals to radio communications and emergency communications, without diluting the Amateur Radio Service standards through lower licensing standards.
Finally, and perhaps best of all, radio clubs can use these programs to reach out to scouting organizations, faith organizations, search and rescue organizations, service clubs and others to develop a natural and rather organic community emergency support mechanism at the center of which is Amateur Radio. Over time, it is expected that some of these individuals
will show enough interest to obtain an Amateur Radio license.
Let’s get busy improving emergency communications for the 21st Century. In the process, let’s also start the hard, but
rewarding work of recruiting and developing the next generation of real radio communications enthusiasts, experimenters
and community assets. More information will be forthcoming shortly in the form of policies and procedures for starting an
outreach program in your area.
Questions can be directed to: info@radio-relay.org
-30-

Modern and Tube-Type Radios
Repair
Alignment
Calibration
Restoration
15 Years RF/Microwave Technician
20 Years NASA Electrical Engineer
50 Years Licensed Radio Amateur
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Solar Power
By James Wades (WB8SIW)
After action reports submitted following major disasters, such as earthquakes, hurricanes or widespread power outages,
invariably point out the scarcity of gasoline. Simply put, there are many competing interests seeking a supply of gasoline,
ranging from local, state and Federal law enforcement to fire departments, EMS, and even railroad signalman seeking sufficient fuel to feed numerous generators powering wayside train control apparatus. Suffice to say, hams can easily find themselves without access to fuel when emergency communications facilities are most needed.
There are, of course, work-arounds. Borrowing charged batteries from disabled vehicles, lawn tractors and the like can
often solve short-term operating requirements. Sometimes, fuel can be siphoned from disabled automobiles to feed a generator. However, few solutions are as elegant and appealing as renewable energy available in the form of wind power or
solar power.
Of course, the fact that solar power is affected by numerous variables, ranging from the amount of available insolation to
the length of day and latitude, is not news. Simply put, solar panels and battery packs must be sized to provide sufficient
power under worst case conditions. This includes extended periods of cloudy, cold weather during those short winter
days. After all, Murphy’s law dictates that the “big one” will hit on the day that affords the least amount of sunlight!
Today, inexpensive solar panels are readily available at bargain prices from a number of importers. These solar panels tend
to be fairly inefficient and they are oft-times bulky and inconvenient to transport. Locating a reasonably priced solar panel
of adequate efficiency has been difficult in the past. However, many were pleasantly surprised to discover a unique source
of highly efficient, well made and, most importantly, inexpensive solar panels at this year’s Dayton Hamvention.
PowerFilm Solar ® is a manufacturer of solar panels for defense and industry. They occasionally have “seconds” available
that do not meet Department of Defense requirements. Defects can range from minor errors in stitching to improper assembly. However, those sold as “seconds” are fully functional electrically.
At the Dayton Hamvention, your Editor was fortunate enough to purchase a 60-watt foldable solar panel. At 60-watts, it is
more than adequate to fully charge a 4.5 Ah gel cell in an hour or so on a sunny day or in just a few hours on a cloudy day.
A basic QRP radio, such as an FT-817ND, two or more 4.5 Ah gel cell batteries and a PowerFilm Solar Panel can easily
support indefinite operation over an extended period. The use of CW or a highly efficient digital mode, combined with the
above arrangement, could provide a serviceable emergency communications capability under worst-case conditions, particularly if one is communicating with a high-profile, well-equipped high frequency station connected to the Radio Relay International network.
Larger solar panels are also available. For example, a 120 watt foldable panel could easily charge a large lead-acid deepcycle marine battery in a fairly short period of time. With two
deep-cycle marine batteries in rotation, combined with a 50 or
100 watt HF transceiver, one could, with careful power management, maintain reliable communications even under overcast
conditions.
Solar power need not be out of the reach of today’s EMCOMM
volunteer or served agency. Check out the following photos of
the foldable solar panel under test:
Be sure to tell advertisers, “I saw it in QNI !”
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Above: A folded, a 60-Watt array is about the same size and weight as a notebook.

Above: A 60-Watt solar array charging a gel-cell battery while a
second gel-cell operates a nearby QRP radio.

Above: The solar panel is light enough to be easily
picked-up by a breeze. Be sure to have tent stakes
and/or rope available to tie down the panel.
Left: Note the charge controller. Voltage as
measured across gel-cell during operation
was maintained at 13.90 Volts.

The “Musky-Northern Pike” Ruler provides an idea of size.

Are you prepared for a significant disaster? While unlikely, some level of planning for
“the big one” is appropriate for a radio service to be relied upon “when all else fails.”
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The Future is Here...and it’s the Radiogram!
By James Wades (WB8SIW)
Back when your Editor conducted telecommunications workshops for the Michigan State Police Emergency Management
Division, he was fond of using this phrase:
The telegraph companies had the right idea….they charged by the word!”
Even a decade or two ago, the rapid rise of the Internet and e-mail was transforming public safety communications and
emergency management. The emerging problem of “information overload” was already visible on the horizon.
Today, the problem of information overload is finally becoming the topic du jour in the homeland security and emergency
management field. Simply put, the human decision making process within the emergency management environment can
be described as a very large funnel with a very small spout. Information is now so easily transmitted in such large quantities
that several dynamics occur:
 It is naturally easier for those at low levels in a command structure to send “all” available information than it is to cull
through it themselves to determine what is of importance to senior officials.
 Higher levels of sharing and detail tend to decrease risk and responsibility for subordinates. This inverse relationship
between data sharing and personal risk tends to work against senior officials operating at key “choke points,” such as
Emergency Operations Centers, Command Centers, Dispatch Centers or the like.
 Diffusion of responsibility spreads risk, thereby minimizing the decision-making risk for any one individual. By including others in decisions of moderate import, one can lessen personal liability should a decision (judgment call) prove
incorrect.
 Senior managers within an agency often use information management tools to project power and ensure compliance.
This is often manifested in complicated forms and documents that not only require additional time to complete, but
which does NOT lend themselves well to interoperability when they must be conveyed over basic communications
networks to reach the last-mile of connectivity in a disaster area.
 Generational myopia is such that many individuals cannot envision an environment in which smart phones, wi-fi and
their supporting infrastructure are unavailable. As such, complex forms, spreadsheets and other applications are routinely developed to perform the same function that could be provided by a simple ten or twenty word message requesting supplies or reporting situational awareness.
In other words; when large quantities of information are driven up the chain of command, decision makers are often overwhelmed. The EOC becomes the “threshing floor.” Decision makers must cull through a lot of “chaff” to get to the
“wheat.” Complex forms with excess data that were developed to both project control and satisfy legal departments seeking maximum protection from frivolous lawsuits, and their subsequent discovery process, add to the information load.
Toss in our nation’s widespread addiction to the tech narcotic, in which the assumption is made that “all information is
good and therefore, more information is better,” and one has a recipe for a herculean task.
Unfortunately, even the most accomplished and intelligent human beings are limited by their ability to read and process
information. Just because someone can transmit the equivalent of a set of encyclopedias every few seconds to an addressee
or EOC, the recipient of this data can not read, analyze, share, discuss and process all of the information in the limited
time available.
Ironically, the solution to this problem may very well live in the past. The radiogram, or its cousin the telegram, can provide a model for supporting full interoperability while elegantly limiting information overload. For example, instead of
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completing a spreadsheet to request shelter supplies, one might simply send a simple radiogram message (via whatever
communications tool is available). For example, consider the following message:
121 P K8QMN 15 NILES MI 1856Z JUN 25
SHELTER OPERATIONS
STATE LEAD CHAPTER
AMERICAN RED CROSS
2210 STADIUM DRIVE
KALAMAZOO MI 49007
269 555 9999
BT
REQUEST 125 ADDITIONAL COTS BLANKETS AND PERSONAL HYGEINE KITS FOR
SHELTER HARDING MIDDLE SCHOOL
BT
BRUCE BARKER
SHELTER MANAGER
Here we have the essentials boiled down to a simple 15-group text. The network management and accountability data
compliment the text by indicating the city or township in which the shelter is located (remember, the “place of origin” corresponds with the signature, NOT the station of origin). The message is placed in its proper temporal context (date-time
group) and all necessary routing information for a reply or service message is available. No special forms are required. The
message can travel part of it’s journey by Internet, text message, or carrier pigeon for that matter, and then be transferred
to a two-way radio voice circuit for the “last mile.”
Hat in Hand
Some emergency communications program managers behave like alms house residents begging for an extra scrap of bread.
They are afraid to challenge the status quo or thinking of a served agency for fear they will not be utilized. Yet, in reality,
the vast majority of served agencies simply give little thought to the need for simplicity, brevity and the influence of these
characteristics on interoperability. A polite, rational explanation describing how these characteristics prevent information
overload in the EOC or NIMS environment and an illustration or two explaining how simple, brief methods support telecommunications interoperability are often enough to engender cooperation and support.
Sit down with your served agency representatives and explain the nature and value of basic communications common denominators. Make the case for implementing alternative procedures designed to support these methods. They will be grateful when
the chips are down and they are trying to drink from the proverbial firehose of information.
-30-
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Aviation-based Exercise Messages
By Tom Hammond (K8BKM)
I have been active in traffic nets and messaging for just the last six months or so, beginning around the end of 2016. In the
time I’ve been active, I have noticed the lack of “real” messages in the system. Like others, I’ve seen and grown tired of
“canned” message text that one can easily find online, such as welcome messages to new hams, license renewal reminders,
and such. To counter this trend I have generated my own traffic to people I’ve worked in an HF contest or thanking someone for a new grid square on VHF, but those messages are somewhat time and context sensitive.
I started to think about new and fresh message content that could be easily generated anytime. After reading an article on
the Cascadia Rising exercise, I thought about generating messages containing random 5-letter groupings. There were several reasons this content appealed to me. My Uncle was a radio operator on a B-17 bomber in WWII and I recall him saying that he used to send coded messages consisting of 5-character groupings. I thought that this type of message would be
quite challenging to copy since it contains no predictive content. Each message would be randomly generated and different
from another, so the message wouldn’t be standard text available online. I proposed this to Jim, WB8SIW, and while Jim
supported the concept, he had concern that the message text might appear to be encrypted, which is prohibited under the
Part 97 rules. I went back to the drawing board and came up with a counterproposal.
I have a background and interest in general aviation. I recalled that when filing a VFR (Visual Flight Rules) or IFR
(Instrument Flight Rules) flight plan, aviators use standard FAA navigation aids in describing the route to be flown. These
aviation “waypoints” consist of GPS fixes, VOR sites, and either VFR or IFR airways – think highways in the sky. A typical
IFR flight plan route may look like an encrypted message to some but it’s a list of navigation aids. The best way to describe
is using an example. Below is an IFR flight plan route from Boston, MA to San Francisco, CA:
HYLND4 HYLND NOVON KENPA GRB ONL J148 CYS DTA RUMPS OAL INYOE DYAMD3
You can obtain a similar flight plan from the FlightAware website at http://www.flightaware.com. Simply enter an origin
and destination airport, select a flight, and then look at the route filed by the pilot/navigator. Let’s break down the components of this sample flight plan.
 HYLND4, and DYAMD3 – SID (Standard Instrument Departure) or Standard Terminal Arrival Route (STAR) procedures. A SID/STAR is a published set of procedures (speeds, headings, altitudes, etc.) and navigation aids that describe
how to depart from or arrive at a large airport. They typically consist of a 5- letter GPS fixes and a single digit.
 HYLND, NOVON, KENPA, RUMPS, INYOE – GPS fixes defined by the FAA, consisting of 5-letter groups that
rarely, but sometimes form actual words.
 GRB, ONL, CYS, DTA, OAL – VOR (VHF Omnidirectional Range) sites, sometimes co-located on airport property.
 J148 – A jet airway designator – a “highway” in Class A airspace (above 18,000 feet above sea level) defined by two
endpoints, usually VOR stations. VFR airways begin with a V instead of a J. This example is rather lengthy, since it
describes a cross-country route. Regional routes are typically shorter.
Each of these navigational aids can be found on the website http://airnav.com, where you can search by airport, fixes, and
navaids.
In order to send an aircraft route as a radiogram, I simply “encapsulated” the route with a test message framework, resulting in the following example:
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NR 52 R HXC K8BKM 19 ORTONVILLE MI JUL 1
NAME CALLSIGN
ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP
EMAIL
BT
TEST X TRUKN2 TIPRE Q126 INSLO DTA BJC MCK IRK SPI J80 VHP ROD J152 JST BOJID2 X TEST
BT
TOM K8BKM
OP NOTE UPON DELIVERY PLEASE EMAIL RECEIVED TEXT TO K8BKM ATSIGN ARRL DOT NET
My goals in generating this type traffic include:







Difficult, non-predictive message text, which encourages asking for fills to ensure accuracy
Observe and measure accuracy by comparing received to original text
Observe and measure elapsed time to destination/delivery by requesting HXC service
Compare results of messages injected into CW, Radiotelephone, and Digital traffic nets
Provide training opportunities for traffic handlers
Observation of Part 97 rules

I will not be including a telephone number for the recipient because I’ve found it difficult to obtain a reliable number
online and the recipients (for now) will all be traffic handlers [Editor: Tom has been provided with an official list of Radio Relay International Registered Radio Operators for use in this exercise]. Even though I’m providing an email address
for the addressee, please relay and route the message all the way through the system. This is meant to be an exercise in accurate
message handling, not delivery.
In addition to IFR and VFR flight plans, I may also generate traffic that contains weather observations from an FAA
product such as a TAF (Terminal Aerodrome Forecast). Again, an example is the best way to demonstrate, but a detailed explanation of the message contents is beyond the scope of this article. Suffice to say that again, it provides a challenging message content that isn’t predictable. For example:
SPECI KFNT 011412Z 24009KT 10SM FEW015 SCT025 SCT049 24/19 A2984
Meaning:








Special weather observation at KFNT (Flint Bishop International airport)
July 1 14:12 zulu
Winds 240 at 9 knots
Visibility 10 statute miles
Clouds few at 1,500 feet AGL (above ground), scattered at 2,500 feet AGL, scattered at 4,900 feet AGL
Temperature 24 (C) dewpoint 19 (C)
Altimeter 2984

I hope you find this message content somewhat refreshing and challenging, and I hope that it provides an opportunity for
each of us to improve our message handling skills.
73, Tom K8BKM
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Editor’s Notes: Conveying message traffic of this type by voice methods will rely heavily on “prowords’ to define the structure of the coded groups. When this is done properly, it will greatly contribute to accuracy. As an example; the following
message would be transmitted as:
TEST X STCLR1 SCORR CHOOT ROD JUDDI J134 BUM J110 RSK J64 PGS TYSSN4 X TEST
“TEST INITIAL X-RAY I SPELL SIERRA TANGO CHARLIE LIMA ROMEO ONE, INITIALS SIERRA CHARLIE OSCAR ROMEO ROMEO, INITIALS ROMEO OSCAR DELTA, INITIALS JULIET UNIFORM DELTA DELTA INDIA, I
SPELL JULIET ONE THREE FOUR, INITIALS BRAVO UNIFORM MIKE, I SPELL JULIET ONE ONE ZERO, INITIALS ROMEO SIERRA KILO, I SPELL JULIET SIX FOUR, INITIALS PAPA GOLF SIERRA, I SPELL TANGO YANKEE SIERRA SIERRA NOVEMER FOUR X TEST”
 The use of “Initials” cues the operator that the group consists entirely of letters.
 The use of “I spell” cues the operator that the group may consists of both letters and numbers.
 One can use “mixed group” in place of “I spell” if desired, the latter being authorized under the Methods and Practices
Guidelines.
Other operating voice tips include:





Leave reasonably long pauses between each group. Absolutely do NOT rush the transmission of the radiogram.
Pronounce carefully and slowly at a steady space.
Use a somewhat shorter pause between the proword and it’s subsequent group.
Develop a rhythm, which is designed to clearly convey the structure of the radiogram.

On radiotelegraph nets, it will be necessary to “spoon feed” this traffic. This is an old professional operator’s expression for
increasing the spacing between characters and groups to emphasize the correct grouping of characters and to improve accuracy. In other words:
 Leave a longer pause than usual between each group, particularly because they have variable lengths.
 Leave additional space between each letter/figure within the group to improve clarity.
 Be sure to ask “QRK?” before transmitting the radiogram to the receiving station. QRK 4 or 5 is likely sufficient to
“spoon feed” the message. QRK 3 or less may require that one repeat each group using the prosign “IMI”.
Obviously, these would be ideal for a digital network in which data packets are managed and confirmed by the handshaking protocol. However, typos may be less detectable than they normally are. Yet, let’s not forget that voice and CW
methods are common denominators available in any ham radio shack or HF radio station.
The odds that our infrastructure would be needed to file a flight plan are obviously very low. Nonetheless, these coded
ICAO flight plans and METARs will prove to be an excellent opportunity to develop the skills needed to convey the occasional difficult word or group, be it a complex chemical name, an unusual ethnic name, or the like. Perhaps best of all,
such messages will provide a break from the usual, predictable common-text traffic everyone complains about.
If you would like to participate in this on-going functional exercise or similar communications exercises
sponsored by RRI, please be sure to register as an RRI radio operator. The form can be found on our web
site at:
www.radio-relay.org
-3019

Local—State Traffic or EMCOMM Net Affiliation
The Radio Relay International Board of Directors has authorized direct affiliation between local and state nets and the RRI organization. It should be noted that affiliation is not mutually exclusive. A net can be affiliated with an EMCOMM group, radio club or another organization while simultaneously being affiliated with RRI. However, it is expected that the net will attempt to maintain the
high standards of Radio Relay International including maintaining regular liaison, as appropriate, with upper echelon nets, whether
CW, voice or data.
RRI asks that nets wishing to affiliate with us hold a vote of membership to obtain authorization for affiliation. RRI operates on sound
principles of transparency, openness and grass-roots involvement. We respectfully ask that these goals be respected.
Once membership approves, please complete RRI Form 1750, which is reproduced in its entirety following this article and which is
also available via our web page at:
www.radio-relay.org
Complete the form and submit it to RRI for Board Approval.
Once affiliation is approved, the net will be registered and the data provided on Form 1750 will be utilized to expand our net directory.
It is also recommended that all net members complete the RRI “Registered Radio Operator” form so they can be added to our mailing
list to receive forthcoming issues of the QNI Newsletter, bulletins, and emergency announcements affecting disaster response operations.
Radio Relay International does NOT charge membership dues. It is a public benefit corporation registered in the State of California
and a United States Internal Revenue Service (IRS) recognized 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization. While participants are encouraged to
contribute to our operations at a level with which they are comfortable, there is no obligation implied with registration.
Please take some time to register your net with Radio Relay International today. Likewise, take some time to become an RRI Registered Radio Operator. You won’t be disappointed.
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Note: A fillable PDF form is available at
23 our web page: www.radio-relay.org
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Illinois CW Net
The Illinois CW Net meets nightly on 3538
kHz at 7:15 PM Central Time. The net call
is “ILN.”
ILN was revived several years ago to ensure
that a CW net capability was available to
the State of Illinois. A small group of operators are keeping it going, but more volunteers are needed.
When one thinks of Illinois, he undoubtedly
thinks of “Chicago,” but in reality, Illinois is
a diverse state covering a wide range of
topography and demographics. Southern
Illinois, in particular, is in the heart of the
New Madrid earthquake region. A significant earthquake in this region could prove
to be a significant disaster with lasting impact on national infrastructure.

sources and portable equipment could prove
beneficial.
During the Cascadia Rising exercise (and
other operations), CW proved highly accurate and very efficient, much to the surprise
of naysayers.
ILN maintains liaison with the Illinois SSB
Net (3905 kHz, 6-PM Central Time) as well
as the 9RN cycle 4 early and late nets at
7:45PM and 9:30 PM Central Time on 3555
kHz.
Net control typically operates at moderate
speeds to encourage new operators to get
involved. Please send at the speed at which
you are comfortable receiving and the NCS
will transmit instructions at a corresponding
speed.

CW nets are ideal for significant disaster
situations during which renewable energy

The Universal Radiogram Format
All contents are Copyright 2017.
This publication may be distributed unmodified and in its entirety free of charge to the Amateur Radio Community.

The radiogram is an ideal, universal message format. Consider these FACTS:
 It can be conveyed by any mode of communications.
 Its use requires no special forms or applications.
 The universal, basic format facilitates full interoperability across all modes and
methods of communications.
 It encourages brief, concise language.
 It’s network management data facilitates replies and service messages.
 It’s additional accountability data improves accuracy and further identifies the
chain-of-custody for the record message traffic.
 The radiogram both meets and exceeds the minimum standards defined by
ICS213.
Does it not make sense to use a single, universal methodology for conveying
important or sensitive record message traffic? Does it not also make sense for radio
amateurs to obtain regular practice formatting and relaying messages using this
single, universal standard?

The Radiogram: Universal—Adaptable– Efficient!
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